
 

If you are a soul driven, purpose pursuing entrepreneur, you know that it doesn’t get much better than 
attracting and magnetizing soul clients to you! And yet one of the biggest issues I see business owners have is 
manifesting new clients!  
 

Since I started my business coaching practice, I have been blessed with soul clients and a booked solid 

calendar! I easily connect and keep my business full of the best soul clients EVER! I have had the privilege and 

pleasure of watching them flourish and thrive, create new businesses, rejuvenate their businesses and get 

connected to the core of what turns them on and what light them up! People kept asking me for my secret, my 

formula to being booked solid, so it made me take a step back and look at my methods! What I started seeing 

was a pattern for myself, a routine that I go through that blends the magical aspects of manifesting, and the 

tangible pieces of business marketing to create a template that you can easily follow to start building and 

booking out your business. It doesn’t matter what type of business you have! If you are looking to attract more 

clients into your business, following these 7 steps will bring those clients to you! All of these 7 steps you have 

probably heard of, but what makes it work is the consistency in doing these steps, the dedication, and the 

mindset of believing this routine works! Practice these steps on an ongoing basis until you manifest your soul 

client! And it will happen! Trust me, I’m psychic...  

 

Then, the next time you are ready for your next soul client, get the list back out!  Re-read your notes, and trace 

the steps from the previous time you manifested a client. This helps you to start seeing the soulful way these 

steps work for you! 

 

Always keep the intention that “ !” 

 

Cheers to your new soul client! 
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Step 1: Create a Soul Client Statement 

 

When I am ready to bring on a new client, I have a written statement that I read out loud, and feel inside! 

Reading this statement sends a powerful message to the Universe that you are in ready position for that new 

soul client. Part of this heart opening ritual also includes me looking at my calendar and envisioning new 

discovery calls getting booked, and seeing a new client session show up on my schedule. I also like to light a 

candle and do a meditation after reading this statement. I often connect with ideas from the Universe during 

that meditation on action steps I can start taking! 

 

Here is my Soul Client Statement: 

I am open, ready and willing a new soul client to me! I am ready to help this woman grow her tribe, her vibe, 

and her business in unique, powerful, and soul stirring ways! I am ready to be a clear receiver for her, and 

want to help her, guide her, and catapult her into her best life and business EVER! It is so easy to attract 

clients I love!  

 

Write out your Soul Client Statement below: 

 

Step 2: Start a new client folder/file 

 

Even if you don’t have a new client starting yet, by going through the motions and taking action steps like you 

do have her, the Universe will start to yield to this event! Make sure you have a strong client onboarding 

experience! Buy the welcome gift, (if you have one), get everything prepared physically and mentally for when 

you hear the words “YES, I want to work with you” come from her lips! Do everything NOW that you would do 

when you start working with a new client! It is also a great time to evaluate your onboarding process. Do you 

love the experience that your clients receive? Change it up and feel amazing about the process!  

 

Write out all of the ways you can make the onboarding experience for your clients organized, efficient, 

aligned and joyous! 
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Step 3: Feel Now how you will feel when you have a new client say 

YES! 

Your thoughts and your vibration are what pull everything to you in your life and business, including soul 

clients! Too often we think, when we “get something” is when we will “feel something”. I am here to tell you that 

it’s totally backwards! You have to FEEL NOW, how you will FEEL WHEN you get a new client! A great way to 

do this is to make a list, that you can easily reference, full of vibration raising ideas! When you start to get 

anxious, nervous or fearful around receiving a new client, focus on your list of activities!  

 

* How do I feel when I receive a new client? (write out all of the emotions) 

 

* What activities can I do right now to FEEL that way? (write out list of activities) 

 

Step 4: Get into an attitude of gratitude 

Write out a big list of all the things that are working, that you love, that make you happy and bring you joy! Take 

a look at all of the wonderful people, events, and experiences you have, and continue to have every 

day. Also spend some time writing about what you are grateful for in your new client, and existing 

clients! Getting yourself into this vibration puts you in the perfect position to bring them on!  

 

I AM BLESSED LIST: 
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Step 5: Be open to clients coming in expected and unexpected ways 

Allow clients to flow into your business! Make yourself available, be on multiple social media platforms, attend 

networking events, etc. Create a 60-second commercial and post it to Facebook, get into inspired action mode! 

Manifesting a client doesn’t mean sitting back and waiting for the phone to ring. It means intentional action + 

inspired ideas= desired outcomes! I also love doing specific meditations and asking for guidance on where my 

time and energy should be focused to connect with my prospects! Keep a notebook nearby when you meditate 

to jot down any ideas that come in. 

 

Write out a list of ways you can connect with potential soul clients by getting visible with mindful 

marketing and soulful selling: 

 

Step 6: Do a creative visualization and see your new soul client 

Do you truly realize how powerful your mind is? When you shift your mindset and only see success, and see 

your business thriving, major miracles will start happening! Shift out of fear and self-sabotage mode, and into 

manifesting mode by doing a creative visualization. 

Close your eyes and walk through a scenario of you talking to a prospect, and then hearing her say YES to 

working with you! Include as many details as possible! Pull in all of your senses- What do you hear? Where are 

you sitting? Are you on the phone or are you on the computer? Do you smell anything? Is there a cup of coffee 

sitting next to you, or tea?  Use all of your senses to make this scene come to life and make it feel as real as 

possible! Your subconscious does not know the difference between what is reality and what you are 

visualizing, so it will create all of the steps, and pre- calculate all of the options available to make this scenario 

happen for you! It is already true once you visualize this, and feel this! 

 

Write out what you experienced in your visualization. What senses did you use? 
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Step 7: Giveaway your services for free 

One of the most powerful and sacred signals you can possibly send to the Universe is sharing your gifts with 

the world for free!  

 

Now I'm not saying that you have to give away your most expensive package or service, but you can show up 

and help other people out without asking for anything in return! This act shows that you are so blessed and 

have so much in your life already that you are in position to give to others! And that triggers more for you to 

have come into your existence and into your business.  

 

When you give away your time, your energy, your gifts and your talents it has to come from a place of feeling 

good and being of service and bringing value because you love doing it! What I have come to find, is that when 

I get into this space and offer these complimentary sessions or free coaching and feedback, is that you never 

know who else is watching! If you do it in a Facebook thread, you never know who will scroll over and read 

your words, and you never know who will feel connected and drawn towards working with you! If you do a 

contest or giveaway for free, you never know who might see your generosity and feel magnetize to work with 

you, and feels attracted to the offer that you just gave away for free! 

 

Do it from a place deep in your heart, and deep in your soul. Who knows, you might give away a free 30-

minute session and they end up loving it so much that they by your full package! Don't ever assume other 

people's story, and make the most of every opportunity to do what you love and love what you do, even if 

you're doing it for free!!!  It will always comes back to you with Soul Client Karma! 

 

Write out a list of special offers that you can gift to people in need: 
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BOOK A DISCOVERY CALL 

 

Make a list of places and spaces you can share your offer: 

 

I hope that these sacred steps bring you

about your new soul client! 

 

 
 

Still feeling stuck and unsure on how to work with clients?  
 
Are you looking for creative and unique ways to grow your business?  
 
Are you ready to work with a coach with over 15 years of experience 

in sales, soul, and successful business coaching?   

 

’ !

You just might be my ! 
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